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WEAK SOLUTIONS OF THE GELLERSTEDT

AND THE GELLERSTEDT-NEUMANN PROBLEMS

BY

A. K. AZIZ AND M. SCHNEIDER

Abstract. We consider the question of existence of weak and semistrong solutions

of the Gellerstedt problem

»lr0ur,ur2 = 0

and the Gellerstedt-Neumann problem

(d„u = k(y)uxdy - urdx\To = 0,        "|r,ur2 = OJ

for the equation of mixed type

L[u] ■ k(y)uxx + uyv + Aw = f(x, y),       A = const < 0

in a region G bounded by a piecewise smooth curve L"0 lying in the half-plane y > 0

and intersecting the line y = 0 at the points ,4(-1,0) and fl(l,0). For y < 0, G is

bounded by the characteristic curves yx(x < 0) and y2(A' > 0) of (1) through the

origin and the characteristics F, and T, through A and B which intersect v, and y2 at

the points P and Q, respectively. Using a variation of the energy integral method, we

give sufficient conditions for the existence of weak and semistrong solutions of the

boundary value problems (Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 5.1).

1. Introduction. We consider the question of existence of weak solutions for the

following boundary value problems of mixed type. Let

(1.1) L[u] = k(y)uxx + uyy + Xu=f(x, y),

in a bounded simply connected region G in R2, where

sgnfc(y) = sgny,     k(y) e C°(G) n C2((7 n (y < 0)),

X = constant < 0,     f(x, y) e L2(G).

The region G is bounded by a piecewise smooth curve T0 lying in the half-plane

y > 0 and intersecting the liney = 0 at the points A(-\, 0) and 5(1,0). Fory < 0, G

is bounded by the characteristic curves y,(x < 0) and y2(x > 0) of (1.1) through the

origin and the characteristics T, and T2 through A and B which intersect y, and y2 at

points P and Q, respectively.

The boundary value problems treated in this paper may be stated as

(l-3) L(u)=f   inG,        «|r0ur,ur2 = 0>

(1.4)    L(u)=f   inG,       d„u = k(y)uxdy - uydx\To = 0,       "Ir.ur, = °-
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In the literature many authors have dealt with the question of existence and

uniqueness of classical solutions for the boundary value problem (1.3) (e.g. [3, 4, 5,

7]). In [6] sufficient conditions are given for the existence of a weak solution of (1.3)

for the special case when X = 0 and the curves Tx and T2 axe not characteristic. In

the present paper, using a variation of the well-known energy integral method, we

give sufficient conditions for the existence of weak solutions to boundary value

problems (1.3) and (1.4). We also briefly indicate how to obtain sufficient conditions

for the existence of semistrong solutions for our boundary value problems.

2. Mathematical preliminaries. Let

Wm-2(G) = { u\u g L2(G), Dau e L2(G), \a\ < m)

be the Sobolev space with norm || • ||„, and inner product (•, •)„,. Following [2, p. 79],

we denote by W2^2(G, bd) the closure of the function space

^(G,bd) = {«|uGC2(G),u|roUr|Ur2 = o}

with respect to the norm || • ||2. We associate with the formal adjoint operator

L+v := k(y)vxx + v   + Xv

of L the adjoint function space

W2d2(G,bd + ) = {v\ve W22(G), (lu,v)0 = (u, L+v)0,Vu e Wfc2(G,bd)),

or, equivalently, we may define the space Wfe^G, bd+) as the closure of the function

space

Wf^G, bd+) = { o|o e C2(G), Hr0uY2uY2 = «} ,

with respect to the norm || • ||2.

Similarly, for the Gellerstedt-Neumann problem, we define the space W2^2(G, bd)

as the closure of the function space

W2^(G,bd) = { u\u e C2(G), d„u\To = 0, M|riUl.2 = o} ,

with respect to the norm || ■ ||2. Analogously, the adjoint space W2^2(G,bd+) is

defined as the closure of the function space

Wf^(G,bd+) = {v\v e C2(G),dnv\ro = 0, v\y]Uyi = o},

with respect to the norm || • ||2.

A function u e L2(G) is said to be a weak solution of (1.3) if

(M,L+t;)0 = (/,t;)0,   Vt)e^(G,bd+)

Similarly, u e L2(G) is a weak solution of (1.4) if

(u,L + v)0=(f,v)0,       V^^(6,bd+).

It is known [2, 8] that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a

weak solution of (1.3) and (1.4) is that the following inequalities hold.

(2.1) ||L+t>||0 > C.IML    VU€Ew(^(G\bd + ).

(2.2) ||L+t;||0>c2H|0,    \fv ew{2^(G,bd + ),
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where c„ i = 1,2, in the above inequalities denote positive constants. A similar set of

inequalities provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of semi-

strong solutions [2, p. 80] of (1.3) and (1.4). Namely, if in addition to inequalities

(2.1) and (2.2), the inequalities

(2.3) Mo > c3||ii||0,   VH6^(6,bd),       c3>0,

(2.4) ||Lm||0 > cjullo,   Vuew(V)(G,bd),       c4 > 0,

are satisfied.

In the following sections we show that, under suitable hypotheses, (2.1)—(2.4) hold

for (1.3) and (1.4).

3. A priori estimates. For convenience we write the differential operator (1.1) in

the form

(3-1) L(u) = (A'kux,)xk + Xu,       i = 1,2,

where

A" = k(y),       An = A2i=0,       A22 = 1.

Let

T = (Xy,x2) = (x,y),   G+=Gn{y>0),   G"=Gn(y<0},

G,=Gn{x<0},       G2 = Gn{x>0}.

The repeated indices as a subscript or superscript denote a summation over

/', k = 1,2. Let a0(i-), a'(r) be real-valued functions (to be determined) such that

(3.2)

a0 e C2(C7+) O C2(G~X) n C2(G2),   a'(r) e C\G+) n Cl(Gx) n Cl(G2).

We denote

lim a' = a',,     lim a' = a'_,    lu = a°u + alur + a2u„.
>—o+ v-o.

Using the identity

(3-3) UxkUx,xt = (Uxk«Xl)Xj ~ UxMxkXj>

by a simple calculation we deduce the identity

(3.4) 2(lu)(L(u)) = Pi + P2 - (aoo)u2 - {axxu2x + 2aX2uxuy + a22u2),

where

(3.5) /»' = 2k(y)ux(lu) + al(Xu2 - k(y)u2x - u2) - u2k(y)ax,

P2 = 2uy(lu) + a2(Xu2 - k(y)u2x - u2.) - u2a°v,

aQ0 = -2«°A + Xa[ + Xaj = k(y)axx - a%,

«.. = Hy)(alx - a]) - a2k'(y) + 2«°A:(y),

an = a2x = a\. + k(y)a2x,

a22 = -(ax-a2y) + 2a°.
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By the application of Green's theorem, from (3.4) we obtain

(3.6)

[f     _2(lu)L(u)dxdy+ f f     _(aQ0u2 + axxu2x + 2al2uxu   + a22u2) dx dy
J  JG+UG J  JG+UG

= f P'n,ds

= f Pxdy - P2dx
JdG

+ j\-(a2+-a2_)u2y-2(a\-a\)uxuy
J-\

-2(«°+- a°_)uuy + «2[-(«2+- «2,)A + (a°,+ - «?_)]} dx,

where n = («,, n2) denotes the outer normal to dG. From (3.6) with appropriate

choices of the functions a0, a', i = 1,2, we obtain

Theorem 3.1. 7/p,, i — 1,2, are arbitrary postive real numbers and

a2+-al^0,    a\-a\=0,   a°+- a°_= 0,

(3J) -(«2+-«2)A+(«?+-«?>0,

(3.8) [ P[dy - P2dx>0,
JdG

Au = ~a\\ ~ Pi(«')2 > 0,   Ax2 = -ax2 - pxa{a2,

(3.9) A22 = -a22- py(a2)2>0,   AXyA22 - A22 > 0,

^oo = -aoo - P2(«°)2 ** do > °

in G, then we have

\\u\\0 < c||Lm||0,    c > 0,       Vw e c2(G).

If, in addition, Axx • A22- A22> dx > 0 in G, we have

||u||, < c||X«||0,   V«ec2(G).

Proof. With hypotheses (3.7) and (3.8), from (3.6) we have

(3-10)

~// {aooU2 + a]Xu2x + 2ax2uxu   + a22u2,) dxdy ^ j 2(lu)fdxdy.
J  JG + UG~ ' VuC-

Using the inequality

2\ab\ < pa2 + b2/p,       p > 0,
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we obtain for the integral on the right side of (3.10) the estimate

f J2f(lu)dxdy

< ffG{j;f2 + P.[(«')2"2 + 2«faV, + (a2fu2y\

+ ±/2 + p2(a°)V)(£c(/y.
92 )

Thus it follows that

(3.11)    ffG{AyyU2x + 2Ay2uxuy + A22u2, + A00u2)dxdy^ j^-+ ^-)||Lw||2.

By hypothesis (3.9) we conclude that

Ho < cllL"llo-
If, in addition, we ha\eA]XA22 - A22 ̂  dx > 0 in G, it follows that

AyyU2x + 2AX2uxuy + A22u2

(3,2) >±L±**L -P^llL.j]    .
y \Au + ^22)

>H0(ul + u2),       p0 > 0.

Thus

HI, < c\\Lu\\0.

In order to make use of these estimates in dealing with our boundary value

problems, we need to choose a0, a', i = 1,2, so that estimates (3.7) and (3.9) hold,

and the boundary integral JdcPl dy - P2 dx is nonnegative. We first consider this

integral on r0, where p = 0 is equivalently ux dx + uvdy = 0 on smooth pieces of

ro. Thus we have

(3.13) 2k(y)a2uxuydy = -2k(y)a2u2xdx,       2a}uxuvdx = -2alu2dy.

From the definition of P1 and P2 (see (3.5)) and (3.13) it follows that

(3.14) j P'(7y- P2dx= j [k(y)u2x + M2][a' dy + a2 dx].
Fo F0

If on T0 we have the boundary condition dnu = k(y)uxdy - uydx - 0, then

(3.15) f Pxdy- P2 dx = j u2{X(al dy - a2 dx) - (k(y)axdy - a*dx))
Fo r0

-f (k(y)u2x + u2)(a>dy-a2dx).
Fo
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Since Tx and y2 are characteristics of (1.1), we have the relation (-A:(y))'/2 dy + dx

= 0, which implies

(3.16)    2a°u(k(y)uxdy - uydx) = 2a°u(- (-k)l/2(-k)i/2uxdy - uvdx)

= 2a°u(-k)]/2du.

Integrating both sides of (3.16), we have

/     2a°(k(y)uxdy-uydx)=a°(-k)]/2u2\ptff     u2d[a°(-k)]/2].
F,,y2 Jr,,y2

Now using the fact that

(alk(y)ul - a'w2 + 2a2k(y)uxuy) dy + (a2k(y)u2x - a2u2, - 2aiuxuv) dx

= - [(-k)l/2ux - uy]2(a1 dy + a2 dx),

we obtain

(3.17)

f     P> - P2 dx = aQ(-k)l/2u2\pA^ f     \(-k)X/2ux - uv]2(ax dy + a2 dx)
Jry.y2 '   ■/rl,y2L

+ f     u2{-d[a0(-k)W2] + (a'A - k(y)ax) dy + (-a2X + a°y) dx).
F,,y2

In a similar way, noting that the characteristics T2, yx satisfy the relation (-k)]/2 dy

— dx = 0, we obtain

(3.18)

f     Pxdy- P2dx = -«°(-A:)1/2u2|°^ /     [(-k)x/2ux + uyf(al dy + a2 dx)
•Hr2,Y, '   JT2,y,

+ f     u2{d[a°(-k)l/2] + (alX - k(y)a°x) dy + (-a2X + a°) dx).
F2.y,

4. Existence of solutions for the Gellerstedt problem. We recall that in order to

prove the existence of a weak solution for problem (1.3) it is sufficient to show that

IlL^HoSscHo,    Vt;ewc2'2(C7,bd + ).

We observe that the characteristics for L+ satisfy the equations

\Qcdy - dx\y j = 0,       {^kdy + ^|r,,y2 = °-

Using the above equations and recalling that the functions in Wq2(G,bd+) satisfy the

boundary condition u|Y Uy = 0, we have /7l,y,P' dx - P2 dy = 0. Now from Theo-

rem 3.1 and (3.17), (3.18) ̂ follows that

\\L + v\\0>c\\v\\0,   Vv^w2-2(G,bd+),

provided the functions a°(r), a'(r), i = 1,2, satisfy the following conditions in G.
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C,: In G+= G n (y > 0} we must have

a1 dy + a2 dx\Va > 0,

Ayy = -k(y){a\ - a2) + a2k'(y) - 2a°k(y) - p,(a')2 > 0,

.4,2 = -£(y)«2 - ay - p,a'a2,

^22=(«x-«v)-2a0-p,(a2)2>0,

^oo = k(y)a°xx + a°y + 2\a° - \<4 - Xa2 -p2(a°)2>d0> 0,

^11^22 ~ ^12 ^ 0-

C2: On G n (y = 0),

a2+-a2<0,    aV-aL=0,    a°-a°=0,

(4'2) -(a2+-a?)X+(aO+_ao)>0_

C3: In G~= G O (y < 0} we need the inequalities:

on T,: (-a'rfy + a2 dx) > 0,

2vQ:[-v/I^a° + a°r] - a0-^-^ - aV^A > 0;

(4.3) onT2: (-a1 (Ty + a2 dx) > 0,

2vC^[ + vCfcao + aol _ ao_^ + a'A - aV=ifcX > 0;
L yi 2f^k

Ayy^O,   A22^0,   AO0^d]>0,   A]XA22 - A2X2 > 0,

where AXy, A]2, and /Igg are defined as in (4.1).

We write G= G\ U G2, with Gy = G~n{x < 0), G2 = G~n{x > 0} as in §3.

Now we choose the functions o.°(t), (x'(t), i = 1,2, separately in Gx and G2 so (4.3)

is satisfied. In Gj" we impose on a1 and a2 the conditions

(4.4) a1 - flea2 = 0,        «2A:'(y) - 4k(y)a° = 0.

From (4.4) it follows that

fli(a[ - \fzka2)x + («' - fHa2)y = 0.

Letting

(4-5) £=(«■ -«2.-2«0-p,(«2)2),

AXX,AX2 and A22 may be written

Ayy = -k(y)E,   Ay2 = \Q<E,   A22 = E.

Hence

^11^22 ~~ ̂ 12 - 0-

From (4.3) we must have Axx > 0 and A22 > 0; therefore we require that E > 0 in

Gj". Using (4.4), this condition may be written as a condition on a0, namely

(4.6)       4^[-/=*«° + a°y] - 2«°(l + 2^)') - ^.(^a0)2 > 0.
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Similarly if we write the conditions (4.3) on T, and the condition /100 > dQ > 0 in

terms of a0, we obtain

(4.7) vC^[_^ao + ao]+4Xa0^3/2|1__j_|rj2j>()    onrj)

(4.8) Am = k(y)axx + a°yy + AX^)-[Pkax + <] + 2A«°(l - 2(£)')

-p2(a°)2></0>0.

Now we choose in Gx,

(4.9) a° = a°(y)    and   a°(y) < 0.

Since X < 0 in G, with this choice of a0, from (4.8) we have

(4.io)   < + 4x(^)«; - «*(!)' -1(«; - £«•) - * > o.

By integration (foryp < y < 0 (P = (- A, yp)), we get

(4.11)

«°(y) = exp^-f'AX^dt^ -£d0(t ->Vxp(jf°_ ̂ yds) *} < 0,

<(>0 = 4^a° + (/0(y-y;,),

where a^ < 0 is an arbitrary constant.

A simple computation shows that with (4.11) condition (4.7) is satisfied. From

(4.6) it follows that

(4.12) -2«°[8X(^)2 + 1 + 2(£)] + 4^U(y - yp) - 16p,(f7«0)2 > 0.

Hence if

k'(y)>0   in"G7n(y<0},

(4.13) 8X(f)2+1+2(f)'>0   inG-

,5-(1 + 2(f)')>0'     *o^ = °'

then (4.12) holds and we have

(4-14) a°=<4(<0),       a°y_=a0yp(>0).

Now consider the choice of a0, a1 and a2 in G2 = G'C\{x > 0). In G2 we impose on

a1 and a2 the conditions

(4.15) a1 +f^a2 = 0,       a2k' - 4ka° = 0

which lead to

flc~ ■ (a1 + Jlc~a2)x - (a1 + (v^a2) „ = 0.
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Using (4.5) we have, as before,

Axx = -k(y)E,   AX2 = /-&£,   ^422 = E.

Hence, once again, AXXA22 — A22 = 0. From Ax, > 0, A22 > 0, we must have E > 0.

With (4.15) this condition, conditions (4.3) on T2 and Am > d0 > 0, can be written

in terms of a0 as

(4.16) 4^7i[v^«° + a°y] - 2«0(l + 2 +(£)') - 16p,(p«0)2 > 0,

(4.17) v/^[v/^a° + a,0]+4A«°-^3/2(l-T]x(^)2)>0   onT,,

(4.18) ^oo = fe(y)«^ + a°yy + 4A-^[-v/^«° + a°y]

+ 2Xa°(\ - 2(k/k')' - p2(a0)2 > d0 > 0.

Now if we choose a0 as given by (4.11) and assume (4.13) holds in G2, conditions

(4.16)—(4.18) are satisfied and (4.14) follows as before.

With a0 given by (4.11) conditions (4.4) and (4.15), with limv^Q(k/k') = 0, imply

that

a°=a°o(<0),    a°_=-(/y, >0,    a:=a2=0.

Thus we may choose in G+,

(4.19) a1 =0,   a2 = 0,   a°(y) = (-d0yp)y + e&,

and since G is bounded, a^ can be determined so that a°(y) < 0 in G+.

For a0, a\ a2 as given by (4.19), conditions (4.1) are satisfied, i.e.,

Axx =-2k(y)a° > 0,   AX2 = 0,   A22 = -2a°>0,

Am = 2Xa° - p2(a0)2 > df; > 0

(with arbitrary positive constant p2 chosen sufficiently small).

Now we may state our results as

Theorem 4.1. If

(1)   sgn&(y)= sgny,   k(y) e C°(G) n C2(G n{y < 0)),   k'(y) > 0   in   G n

{y < 0},

Sffer0' ^(1+2(f)')>0' Kf)2 + 1 + 2(f)'>0
/>iG = Gn (y < 0}.

(2)A<0,/(x,y)GL2(G),

/Tien there exists a weak solution u e L2(G) of the Gellerstedt boundary value problem

L(u) = k(y)ux + uyy + Xu=f(x,y)    inG,        «lr0ur,ur2 = 0.

Remark. Our a priori estimates imply the uniqueness of a strong solution (if it

exists) of the boundary value problem L+(v) = f, u|r Uy Uy =0. The essential
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restrictive assumption in Theorem 4.1 is the condition

(4.20) U(k/k')2 + 1 + 2(k/k') > 0   in G".

Agmon, Nirenberg and Protter [1] proved the uniqueness of a strong solution for the

Tricomi problem by the use of a maximum principle. This proof applies equally well

to the Gellerstedt problem. On p. 64 of [1] the "conditions A" are essential. If we

calculate for (1.1) the condition A5 of [1], we obtain

8A(A:/A:')2 + 1/2 + 2(k/k') > 0    in G n (y < 0).

Thus our condition is an improvement for the uniqueness of a strong solution of the

problem L+(V) = f, v\T Uy u = 0. To establish the existence of a semistrong

solution of (1.3) we need, in addition, to show that the a priori estimate

ll*<(«)llo>c|M|o,   c>0>       VMeH>$(G,bd)

holds.

From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we see that we need only interchange a1 and a2

(in (4.4) and (4.15)) in Gx~ and G2. Thus we have

Theorem 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, the boundary value problem

(1.3) has a semistrong solution. If a strong solution exists, then this solution is unique.

For the special case when k(y) = sgn y|y|m, m > 0, in (1.3), from Theorems 4.1

and 4.2 we obtain

Corollary 4.1 The Gellerstedt boundary value problem (1.3) with k(y) =

sgn y\y\m,m > 0,/e L2(G) has a semistrong solution if

(4.21) (_A)<__[__j w,        A<0.

This result can be improved in case n > 2. In this case inG~=Gn{y<0}

(422) «' = " (4/m)(-y)m/2+\       a2 = (A/m)a\

a0 = ago = constant < 0,

and in G+,

(4.23) a1 = a2 = 0,       a0 = a0^ = constant < 0.

We get

Corollary 4.2 The Gellerstedt boundary value problem (1.3) with k(y) =

sgn y|y|m, m > 2, X < 0, / e L2(G) has a semistrong solution.

5. Existence of solutions for the Gellerstedt-Neumann problem. As it is readily seen

from part 3, to prove the required estimates for the Gellerstedt-Neumann boundary

value problem (4.1) we need only replace (3.14) by (3.15) in §4. Using (4.4) and

(4.15), however, it turns out that it is not useful to determine ot°(y) by (4.11) in G~,

because in this case we cannot continue a0 into G+, so that on G n {y = 0}
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condition (4.2) is satisfied. Instead we determine <x0 in G  to be

(5.1) a°(y) = a°00c-l'AXk/k'd',       a°, = constant < 0,

with

(5.2) «°=«to   and   a°_= 0       if  lim — = 0.
y-*0- k

A simple calculation shows that all of the above requirements in G~—(4.6)-(4.8) and

(4.16)—(4.18)—are satisified if in G" we have

(5.3) 8A(-A:)3/2/(A:')2 + 1 + 2(k/k')' > 0.

Choosing a°(y) = ax%(< 0), a1 = a2 = 0 in G+, we see at once that condition (4.2)

on G n (y = 0} and condition (3.15) on ro are satisifed. Thus from (4.1) we obtain

A]X = -2a°0ok(y)>0,   Ax2 = 0,   A22 =-2ct° > 0,

Aw = 2Xa° - p2(a2)2 ^ dQ > 0.

Hence we have

Theorem 5.1. //

(1)   sgnA:(y)= sgny,   k(y) e C°(G) n C2(G n(y < 0}),   k'(y) > 0   in   G n

(7 < 0),

lim fl + 2(A)') >0,     Hm-^^O,    8A^ + 1 + l[£)' > 0
>->o-\ U / / >—o- /c'(y) (A:') V* /

/'« G,

(2)/(x,y)eL2(G),\<0,

;//e« ?//ere exu? a weak and semistrong solution u e L2(G) of the boundary value

problem (1.4).

Remark. If (1.4) has a strong solution, from our a priori estimates it follows that

this solution is unique. For the special case when k(y) = sgn y|y|'", m > 0, in (1.4),

it is easy to show that (5.3) is stronger than (4.20). For m > 2 if the functions <x\ a2,

a0 axe chosen as in (4.21) and (4.22), the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 holds for (1.4) if

X < 0 and/eL2(G).
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